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Editorial
Simon & Francesca
Leintwardine Parish Council was the only PCG in
Mortimer Ward to participate and share in the national
“Great Get Together” day to honour and celebrate Jo
Cox’s life. Her legacy is for us to act and come
together because more unites than divides us. Our
autumn edition is packed with Leintwardine Parish
events that in many different ways offer all of us a
chance to come together and link up beyond familiar
friendships. We thought that a weighty picture content
would show more than yards of description. Thank
you to all who sent in photographs.
The Great Get Together itself was hugely successful
as a really varied Leintwardine crowd shared games,
food, and fun. Our front page shows part of the
progression around the village, led by Martin Goddard
in disguise.
There is coverage of the Open Gardens which
happens because a dozen families open up their
gardens and loads of volunteers grow plants to sell
and bake cakes to eat all to support our entirely
community managed and funded public space, the
Community Centre.

are open to us all. There is singing, exercise, the
Players, Pilates, the Stitchers, the History Society,
Evergreeens, and the Youth Club, to name a few
recreational forums.
This issue focuses on the fact that coming together
creates public space. Our Community Library
continues to deliver increased hours and participation
on both sides of the “counter”. The school barbeque
and play brings the parish together. The Community
Centre First Saturday is a buzzy, friendly monthly date
for us to share time and produce. St. Mary Magdalene
church is open every day, all day, because a faithful
friend unlocks in the morning and closes the door at
night.
Finally, let us not forget the everyday, non-institutional
act of togetherness; the invitation to come in and have
a cup of tea or the simple greeting of neighbours.
Healthy communities can handle differences and
change. The last editorial was before the general
election and there was a sense of biding time. Now
the times alert us ever more acutely to come together
and support each other in sickness and health.

In the last few issues, Leintwardine Life has looked at
several of the regular activities in Leintwardine that

Simon and Francesca

GET INVOLVED
The editors of Leintwardine Life will be finishing their two year stint at the helm after the Winter
issue. We are happy to mentor new editors for 2018 Spring issue, so get in touch with either
Nerissa, Simon or Francesca at Leintwardine Life (on the email below) or in the street. It’s been
good to do and it’s a great way to connect with our village.
Editors:
Simon Tagg,
Francesca Bingham
Next Copy Date:
8th November 2017
Email Feedback To:
LeintwardineLife@gmail.com
We welcome all submissions for the Winter 2017
edition from local artists and photographers. If you are
a sculptor or make crafts then we will be happy to visit
and photograph your skills.
Front cover art: Photograph by Simon Tagg
Great Get Together photography by Simon Tagg
Open Gardens photography by Ian Bingham and
Selina Mae.
Byline art for Editorial, The Long View, Young Readers
Book Review, Seasonal Recipe, Science and Nature,
Pets Corner and Council Matters: by Jane Wells
The “Duck Game” at the Great Get Together - by Simon Tagg (2017)
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The Long View
Naomi Vera-Sanso & Ailsa Robbie
The Size of Herefordshire
By Naomi Vera-Sanso
When two or more goals come together in a project, the
work has double the punch. So it is with The Size of
Herefordshire (SoH), a locally based campaign which
combines working with the Wampis, an indigenous nation in
Peru, to protect their Amazonian environment with action on
climate change. These are huge and interconnected issues
that many of us can feel powerless about except at small
adjustements to our domestic energy balance. However, it
is the case, as co-ordinator Jeremy Bugler said, that most
of us “want to do more than moan and shrug and go
shopping”.

are all specific threats to the peoples and rainforests. If the
Peruvian government takes action to recognise the Wampi
nation officially, they will have a chance to combat these
threats.

So, here is how we can do more: the concept is this
● Create an online map of Herefordshire at
www.sizeofherefordshire.org
● Divide Herefordshire up into 10 hectare squares – think
10 rugby pitches
● Go onto the map and choose a part of the county to
sponsor at £5 a square
● Your donation goes through JustGiving website to the
Forest Peoples Programme

If you would like more information about the SoH project,
please contact me on sizeofh2@gmail.com or 01547
540159. This innovative campaign connects the local with
the global and, for the price of two coffees, offers a simple
way to support action on climate change, preserve the
rainforest and help indigenous
peoples.

The goal is to raise £118,000 or 50p for each Herefordshire
hectare. This is enough to protect an area of Amazonian
rainforest the size of Herefordshire.
Just as critically, the best
people to protect the rainforest
are the indigenous people; the
forests are their homes and
livelihood. The Wampi nation
comprises over 100 indigienous
communities who have used
the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous peoples to
create their own government.
Illegal gold mining, oil spill from
the North Peruvian pipeline and
a planned series of 20 dams

The Mahaque Well Fund
By Ailsa Robbie
This project was set up 3 years ago to
provide clean water in the rural area of
Vliankulo, Mozambique. There are now 5
bore hole pumps in daily use, each
providing water for approximately 80
families.
Well Number 2 has been problematic with
landownership issues and it has recently
been re-dug with new lining paid for by
Ludlow Infants’ School Harvest Festival.
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I recently checked up on 3 of the wells and
include a picture of the Chigamane pump.
This is a very rural area
and the first time I’ve seen
a man operating one of
these pumps! It was
for the photo only!
This gorgeous little
boy has grown up
with clean water,
unlike his older
siblings, 2 of whom
died before the age of
3. A sobering thought.
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Friends of Leintwardine School and Nursery
Nicola Gorry & Simon Tagg
New Leintwardine School Head Teacher,
Nicola Gorry

same time, and have both been incredibly happy. We live
in village and really enjoy being part of the Leintwardine
community.

By Nicola Gorry
I have been a classroom teacher for 20 years, and have
held a number of different leadership roles. I am
passionate about providing
children with skills for life and
September at Leintwardine Endowed CE Primary School
developing broad and balanced
brings exciting times as it moves into a new chapter. The
curriculum. I am keen to make
school is going to be working together with Wigmore
Academy Trust Schools in a collaboration. Mrs Nicola Gorry the best use of the local
will be Head of School at Leintwardine and Mr Dean Curtis environment and resources to
enable children to learn
will be Executive Head. This new arrangement provides
both schools with new opportunities to work together, whilst through their own
experiences. I am looking
enabling Leintwardine Primary to keep its individuality and
forward to working with
ethos as a church school.
all stakeholders and
continuing the
A bit about me
development of our
friendly and
I am absolutely delighted to be taking on this new role in
welcoming school,
September. Having visited family in the area for a number
which is at the heart
of years, we decided to move to this beautiful part of the
of village life.
country two years ago, when I started at school as a class
teacher. My two daughters also started at the school at the
Background information

The Annual School BBQ
By Simon Tagg
The school BBQ end the school year with perhaps its
biggest and most fun fund raiser. This year was no
exception - the food was excellent as always as were the
many puddings on offer (many thanks to the talented local
bakers, basters and grillers for their time and effort; it was
much appreciated). In addition to the usual attractions,
this year also saw the introduction of a tug of war and live
music with appearances from the young Caradoc Ewing
and the talented local band ‘Freeborn Rising’ who also
supplied the PA.
The BBQ made £1400 after expenses this year - which
we consider a great success!
We would like to thank the following local businesses who
donated:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Griffiths butchers for a good deal on the meat.
Griffiths garage for a raffle prize.
Reuben Crouch for ‘raffle related beverages’.
Radnor Hills for the donation of the sparkling flavoured
water.
The Jolly Frog for a meal for 2 voucher.
The Ludlow Food Centre for large donations of meat for
BBQ.
The Baron of Beef at Bucknell for a voucher for meal for 2.
Mickey Millers for a voucher for family ticket.
Monkey mania for 4 child tickets.
Pizza Express for meal for 2 voucher.
Hampton Court gardens for family ticket.
Halo Leisure in Leominster for 1 month free gym
membership.
Morrisons for the bread rolls.
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Youth Group
Members of the Leintwardine Youth Group
A HISTORY OF THE L.Y.G. SHELTER - By Nerissa Wilson
Early in March 2012, the Leintwardine Youth Group went on a coppicing day out in the woods at Wigmore, led by
Richard Fishbourne from Community First. They so much enjoyed the course that they decided to use their new
skills to build a shelter on the green by the river in the village.
The members put together a video in order to make a case to the Parish Council for the use of land as a shelter.
Permission was given, a grant obtained for an eco project from Comic Relief, and a plan, helped into shape by
Richard Fishbourne, became a reality.
With bent willows made into woven walls and a wooden frame, the structure blended into its surroundings by the
water. Many of the young people from L.Y.G. helped with the building work, and also created a garden around it.
Especially involved were Jake, Corey, Dave, Tori, Katie, Will, Jordan and Julian. After it was completed, the shelter
became very popular with visitors of all ages, who used it for eating fish and chips or for sitting and talking, whatever
the weather. Cousins Jordan and Julian Bufton extended the planting of bulbs and shrubs to develop a memorial
garden to their Nan, Maddie Roberts. The shelter was respected and tended by all those associated with its creation.
It was a symbol of the success of the group.
Sadly, vandals several times pulled down the woven walls, smashed the flowers and pulled up the bulbs. Julian
Bufton became seriously ill, has been in hospital for a year and is unable to help with the shelter that he loves.
Jordan has replanted shrubs and bulbs several times, but the whole project became difficult to maintain for a while.
Now there is new enthusiasm for refurbishing the structure, and a second generation of members in
the youth group will help with the project. They will learn the history of the shelter, and take part
in keeping it secure and well maintained. Then people can gather by the river again,
respect the memorial garden and enjoy the pretty building with its bird boxes and
benches.

Contact details:
Karen (07773 580 939)
Room 9, Leintwardine Community Centre,
Leintwardine, Shropshire SY7 0LB. Tel: 01547 540 772
We are always looking for more volunteers. No permanent

LYG sessions run from 4pm – 8pm every Tuesday
Entry is FREE

commitment needed, just a couple of hours now and then Website:
would make a big difference.
LYG91210.wordpress.com
VOLUNTEERING CAN BE FUN
JOIN IN THE LYG SUCCESS STORY NOW!
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Email:
letwdineyouthgroup@gmail.com, k393f@btinternet.com
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Young Readers Book Review
Miss Sophia Tagg & Francesca Bingham
Book Review for “The Maze Runner” by
James Dashner
Written by Sophia Tagg (aged 12)

maze); he must find a way out so that everyone in the
group can escape and find out who built the maze,
who they are and why were they
put there…
I really liked the way this book kept
me interested and wanting to read
on and on to see what happened
next and I am very much looking
forward to reading the next book in
this exciting science fiction series.

This book is about some boys who
can’t remember anything from their
previous life and now find
themselves stuck in the middle of a
giant maze, filled with many traps
and monsters, which they have to
solve if they wish to gain their
freedom.
One day a girl comes to the group
bearing an ominous message
saying that the end is near for
everyone in the maze. Thomas, the
main character in the book, decides
to become a ‘runner’ (someone to
tries to survive and solve the

Thanks for a fabulous book
review Sophia, I’ve watched the
film now I’m going to read the
book!
If you are aged 8-18 then email
your book review to:
Sophia and Horatio - Simon Tagg (2017)

YeLP! Young Leintwardine Players: A new
Drama Club at the School
By Francesca Bingham
Leintwardine has proved it loves a pantomime. For six
years, the Leintwardine Players have put on a panto at
Christmas. The audience increases each year, as does
the cast! For Aladdin in 2016, the Players included the
biggest number of children and young teens ever and it
was a Huge Hit for participants and the village
audiences. Indeed, the expectation now is that every
pantomime will bring together all ages of the village to
sing, dance, build sets and costumes, and generally
have fun together as preparation for the public
performances.
Aladdin Director, Holly Littlar, is a teacher and has a
degree in dance education. Not only did Holly direct a
range of ages with complete sensitivity and confidence,
she could see that there was a real talent from those
precious, youthful cast members for drama. So, with a
thought of developing skills and giving others the
chance to try out drama, Holly has begun an After
School Drama Club for Years 2-6 at Leintwardine
Primary School.

LeintwardineLife@gmail.com

The club is free. Any child who would like to try the
games based activities around stagecraft and drama
only needed to fill in the permission slip and turn up.
The aim is to have fun and increase confidence. During
the 5 sessions, there is a weekly focus on an element
such as Movement, Voice, Improvisation, Mime, and
Chorus Work.
On the first session, 27 children of different ages came
to this new after school club. This was super
encouraging. The hope is to take the club forward to
future terms and, if sufficient interest, to youth theatre
performances. In the coming Autumn term there is a
chance to involve the children in this year’s village
Panto production. Holly has taken a step back from
directing this year so that she can concentrate on the
younger members of the cast. Holly is passionate about
schools including art, drama, music into childrens’ lives
and learning. When
children come
together as a team
to make theatre and
music, they know
how to come
together to comfort,
encourage, and
inspire.

Library Opening Hours
Tuesdays:
Thursdays:
Every First Saturday
Every Third Saturday
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10.00 – 16.30
14.00 – 16.30
10.00 – 12.30
14.00 – 16.30

For details of membership, please contact FOLCL
Secretary Mark Ferrero on:
mark.ferrero@btinternet.com
01547 540627
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Arts & Hobbies
Patrick Orton
Autumn Stargazing
By Patrick Orton
The International Space Station is one of the brightest
and fastest-moving things you can see in the night sky,
but unlike most
astronomical objects, it is
difficult to know when and
where to look for it.
It orbits so close to the
Earth, only 250 miles up,
that it is actually in the
upper atmosphere, and
without periodic boosts, it
would spiral down and
burn up in our atmosphere.
NASA monitor its height
and potential collisions
with space debris and
correct its orbit when
necessary. This means
that its precise orbit is not
predictable for long in advance. In addition, because it is
in a very low orbit, it is only visible to a narrow band of
locations as it passes around the Earth.
However, if you would like to be able to see it, you can
sign up with NASA here:
spotthestation.nasa.gov/sightings/ to get an e-mail or text

alert when it will be visible from your location (select
Telford or Kidderminster on the map).
You may not get an alert for several weeks, but then you
are likely to get alerts on several consecutive days when
it will be passing overhead. It is only visible when it is lit
up by the Sun, but the sky is dark, i.e. just after sunset or
just before dawn. It
appears in the West and
moves rapidly across the
sky before disappearing
into the Earth’s shadow
(evenings), or below the
eastern horizon
(mornings). It is visible for
around 5 minutes and is
easily seen by the naked
eye, but with a pair of
binoculars, you should be
able to make out its overall
shape, like a flattened “H”.
Well worth a look, if the
sky is reasonably clear.
Many thanks to Peter
Evans for suggesting this.
On 13 / 14 December, the Geminids meteor shower is at
its peak, with no interference from moonlight to spoil it.
Fingers crossed for clear skies!
If there is anything about the night sky you would like to
see featured or explained in Leintwardine Life, drop an
e-mail to leintwardineskies@gmail.com

The Leintwardine Players
The Leintwardine Players are proud to announce that this year’s
Pantomime will be “Puss in Boots”. A brief synopsis: the village
miller has died and our hero, his third son Colin, has inherited only
the Miller’s cat, Puss. Meanwhile, as Colin and Puss set out to
seek their fortune, the neighbourhood is threatened by a hungry
Ogre, and the King, oblivious to this danger, seeks a husband for
his only daughter. Can Colin defeat the Ogre and win Princess
Sylvia in marriage? Oh no he can’t – Oh yes he can (etcetera)…
The show will, as usual, be full of comedy, magic, music and dance,
a little melodrama and a bit of romance.
If you fancy yourself as a budding actor/actress (or indeed
comedian, singer or dancer), why not join us? There are plenty of
roles up for grabs be it principals, cameos or chorus parts. If you
don’t fancy performing but would like to be involved behind the
scenes, we would welcome your help with technical stuff, scenery,
props, costumes, the box office, publicity – wherever your skills lie.
To find out more, contact the Director, Pauline Kenward
Telephone: 01547 540 731
Email: pauline.kenward@gmail.com

Autumn 2017
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Seasonal Recipe - Summer 2017
Francesca Bingham
The Pot Luck
The Pot Luck meal is a general term for a communal
gathering to which everyone brings a dish to share. Much
family history can be embedded in the recipes. Families will
pass on “What works” concoctions that have given
sustenance and recognition to community members over
generations. The recipes, always loose and often
influenced by what comes out of the vegetable patch that
morning (or market), reflect the diversity of region, heritage,
and contemporary concerns on the politics of food.

Let set about ½ hour before cutting. Serve warm or cold.
Good reheated.
KATE’S SALAD FOR THE GRANGE
3 cups quinoa (or couscous, bulgur, rice) and 6 cups
water.
Cook that up by method dearest to your heart, packet
instructions or family tradition.
Stir in approx. 4 tbs of olive oil and 6 tbsps of toasted
sesame oil.
Add chopped peppers of any colour, chives, onion, sliced
garlic.
Moving onto another frontier, shake of cumin, coriander,
salt and pepper, parsley.
Add 6 tbsps of apple cider vinegar and 6 tbsp of
squeezed lemon or lime juice.
Add any kind of cubed cheese, salami, asparagus, or
courgette or whatever is in season. If you don’t want
cheese or salami, maybe some nuts for protein too.

The finished offering presents best when easily divisible, to
be eaten without a lot of attention to cutlery, without hours
of toil, and if possible to have some eye- catching colour or
arrangement. Hence the Jell-O fluorescence of the 1950s
and 60s when new excitement of additives and colourings
reached into every grocery product. All fashions have their
modern twist which is part of the fun of developing a family
Pot Luck favourite to share. Sometimes, the spread on the
table signifies conformity to old traditions – like apple pies –
and other times, it will showcase diversity and New Citizens. This will last for a week and can be warmed up with fish or
have cold on greens.
Whatever the cultural story the pot luck supper tells, a Pot
AGGIE’S BLUEBERRY PIROGI
Luck meal always shows togetherness. When we share
food, we share talk and time. Three recipes follow. One is
from a cook book put together by my childrens’ pre-school. 2 cups self raising flour (or use baking powder and
bicarb) – try out different flours
They cooked every day, grew food in a garden, had
1 egg
chickens, an orchard, and sang each morning. Poker Hill
parents loved getting together and this is a recipe from one 1 cup of tepid water
Pinch salt
of the families.
10ml of oil
Another is from one of the parents at Leintwardine Primary.
I spied these at the Bar-B-Q and was so taken by the easy Combine ingredients and leave covered for 20 minutes
concept of Aggie Luty’s pirogis, I tracked her recipe down.
Make into circles and put blueberries and sugar on. Seal
The Polish recipe has the regionality of Hopton Heath
the circle with milk or whisked egg.
blueberries.
Put the pirogi half moons into boiling water
A third is from Vermont. The Grange is the equivalent, sort The pirogis are cooked when they rise to the surface. Drain
of, of the WI, but is more rooted in agriculture. The quinona and eat warm or cold with
cream. Or not.
salad can be scaled up or down and eaten for a good four
days if it lasts that long. Oh, yes, there will always be
leftovers from Pot Lucks, so be prepared to pack a few for
your fridge when you journey home.
PATTY’S SPINACH BAKE
from Poker Hill School Cookbook
4 Tbsps butter, melted in 9x12 inch pan
3 eggs
1 cup milk, 1 cup flour (try different ones), ½ tsp
salt, 1/2tsp baking powder,
2 cups grated cheese (again, go out of the
cheddar gorge sometimes), small onion, 1 large
bag of spinach (or kale or broccoli), 2 tsp
Worcestershire sauce and ½ tsp dry mustard.
Add dry ingredients to milk and eggs. Mix well.
Add cheese, spinach, onion, Worcs Sauce, and
mustard. Put in pan and bake 35 minutes at 350F.
A ‘Pot Luck Feast’ - Francesca Bingham (2017)
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Science & Nature
George Cebo & Simon Tagg
Hedgerow Observations
By George Cebo

The Rune Craft shows that such a favour will render you
a Pauper,
On the green outside the Castle, two Opals were found,

Friends and Neighbours all help to keep the village and
lanes clean,

One pearl coloured, the other boulder shaped, silver
bound,

Ditto, the sheep pastures of Brockley, the Redlake, Clun,
and Teme.

Colours Jade Green, Emerald, Fire Engine Red, Gold.

When picking up litter if anything of worth is found to
keep you keen,

To claim this shell as your own,
Open your hand and it will return to pin to your gown.

A sliver of ‘Abalone’ shell, colours of mother of pearl,

Think on, that as I walk to collect the litter,

Was this your ‘Precious’ until dropped in a whirl,

The exercise must be making me fitter.

Crystals in stone are drawn to this Ancient, like Elven
gifts not sought for.

Thank’ee, George

Birds over Leintwardine
By Simon Tagg
Name: Red Kite (Milvus milvus)
Diet: carrion, worms, small mammals
Despite historically being unpopular for their habit of
stealing washing off the line during nesting season; the
red kite were traditionally protected in, what is now, the
United Kingdom as they were observed to keep the streets
clear of rotting food and carrion. This remained the case
until the Tudors declared them vermin under a new
“vermin law” which arbitrarily persecuted any native
creature that was assumed to be in competition with crown
over the production of food - thus placing a bounty to be
paid on the carcass of each kite produced.
Alas the promise of a few extra pennies (combined with
the 'pokémonesque' 19th century craze of oology)
eventually lead to the red kites extinction in all parts of the

Refugees in Herefordshire update
Two events in July celebrated the integration of 60 Syrian
refugees resettled in Herefordshire. On 15th 34 Adults and 25
children ranging from 1-16 were hosted by the Quakers at the
Pales. (Only hospitalisation prevented one refugee from
attending). Leintwardine residents also provided some practical
support.
The Pales is an historic Quaker Meeting House, built in 1717, and
a burial ground with a Warden’s Cottage attached situated in a
peaceful hillside setting in Powys. It is the oldest Quaker Meeting
house in continuous use in Wales and is of great emotional and
spiritual significance to many.
Families started to arrive around 11am, barbecues were lit and
food and more food brought from bags and vehicles and meat on
skewers, kebabs both vegetable and meat and plenty of tabouleh
and salads and fruit. An impromtu football game was mooted but
the only flat land large enough was up the hillside above the
meeting house. People scrambled up and played and flew kites
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The Owners were pleased, their treasures to behold,

UK by the 1870's except for mid-Wales where they
declined to just 2 breeding pairs, in the old oakwood
valleys, by the 1930s.
Since then, thanks to a record breaking re-introduction
and breeding program, the Red Kite has been saved from
extinction and is now a common site in these parts and
can often be seen circling over Leintwardine.

A Leintwardine Kite - Simon Tagg (2017)

and marvelled at the view. 'Its like being on top of the world' said
young S who seems fluent in English having been here since
December. 'I'm 10 or 11 and I like it here' and 'No' she'd not
known English before arriving and 'Yes' she loves her new school.
3 young Eritrean Asylum seekers also joined the event.
On 27th there was a more formal welcome event in Hereford.
After speeches by Refugee Action and Council Staff, the Syrian
refugees recounted some stories of their adjustment. One told us
that he realised that his family needed a bigger fridge. He
thought that his English was good enough to order a larger fridge
online. He was pleased to find one for £50 (collection only). He
duly sent off for it. Sometime later he wondered why it had not
arrived. He rang the vendor who reminded him that it was
collection only. He said that he had thought that ‘Collection only’
was a brand name. He asked where the fridge was. The reply
came ‘Scotland’! He now knows that ‘Collection only’ means the
item is in Scotland.
The Syrian families are beginning to settle. There is a greater
challenge providing appropriate support for the unaccompanied
children seeking asylum. More on this in the next edition.
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Open Gardens…
Stephen Nockolds
PHEW WHAT A SCORCHER!
Because of - or was it in spite of - the heat wave, this
year saw an increased turnout on both days, with people
coming from as far afield as Wolverhampton and as
close as Wigmore this year. We collected over £2,000.
Not bad.
There was beer (no skittles), plant stall, ice cream in two
gardens, pond dipping, plus fast selling cakes and teas
at the Community Centre. Most of all there were simply
fabulous gardens this year, including the school again.
Thank you to all who came, all who promoted and all who
helped make the weekend: gardeners for , both for your
hard work preparing and for fielding on the day, cake
bakers, nurserymen and plant stall holders, Griffiths for
selling the tickets, photographers for sending me photos,
sign painters, tea and cake servers, washer uppers, after
closing time party providers and last but very much not
least, our graphic designer for those amazing posters.
Looking forward, we desperately need new gardens for
next year, plus someone to take over running the plant
stall and we always need more ideas. A nature quiz for
children maybe? If you’d like to write one, or have a
better idea or can offer your services at / provide stock
for the plant stall, please get involved. Most importantly,
if you’re considering opening your garden, it really
doesn’t matter whether it’s large or small or even micro,
mature or new, work in progress or ‘working couple with
kids no time to labour’. As long as it’s loved. This isn’t
about perfection it’s about joining in, having a laugh and
helping to keep our Community Centre going – this
annual weekend is the centre’s biggest fundraiser.
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE, A MASSIVE
‘THANK YOU’ TO EVERYONE.
Stephen Nockolds
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…in Leintwardine
Selina Mae
LEINTWARDINE OPEN GARDENS
WEEKEND JUNE 17 and 18
Leintwardine Life editors asked a first time Open Gardener
to chronicle their experience. The Mae Family live at
Brockley House and their story follows….
Having succumbed to Stephen’s plaintive requests and
dogged determination to swell the Open Garden numbers, I
agreed to open our gardens this year for the first time.
When I told my mother, a veteran of the National Gardens
Association who has many times opened her garden, she
was more distressed than my reluctant gardener husband!
Heed my warnings she cried – you will be in the garden
constantly working your fingers to the bone in all weather,
you have too much else on, do it next year instead!
However, a promise is a promise and we set to work. Not
an easy task when both my husband and I already work full
time, have young children and are project managing our
building work (Mother was right of course!). Three years in,
we have already begun to make changes; to recapture
some of the original gardens and to add our own touches.
We are forever battling with ground elder. In fact, we were
advised by various gardening acquaintances to poison
everything and start again! This, I couldn’t condone. So,
whilst I have the energy, I continue my crusade to evict it
manually. Rabbits are our next garden adversary. This we
have overcome by fencing the borders and improving our
shot!
We created a vegetable garden in our first year and this has
extended each year. The recycled greenhouse (my refuge)
is a burgeoning, verdant oasis which has provided many of
the plants that now festoon our borders.
The preparations for the ‘opening’ were well underway in
early Spring. New paths were laid and stone was
wheelbarrowed around at an alarming rate. The weather
was watched for a window of opportunity to commence the
hedge cutting. Twenty-one combined hours of strimming,
trimming and clearing saw most of the hedges tied up. The
ride on mower has been repaired so many times I have lost
count. The flat tyre is re-inflated at each use (no time to
take it off to get it repaired).
The recent monsoon like rain and winds found me frantically
typing up lupins, irises and astrantia amongst other
vulnerable specimens. It also found me head aloft yelling
“Just stop it!”. My son asked me who I was yelling at – “God,
to stop this infernal weather”, I replied.
However, on the weekend of Open Gardens, we were as
ready as we could be, the weather was brilliant, and the
signs have been delivered.
Note to self: have excuses ready when Stephen pops in
unannounced next February!!
Selina Mae
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Church News
Mike Rix & Francesca Bingham
A Message from the Teddy Director
St Mary Magdalene Day Saturday July 22nd
St Mary Magdalene Church Leintwardine
Teddy Bear Parachute Jump
To celebrate our village church patron saint’s day,
teddy bear owners of the district were invited to
bring their teddies along to St Mary Magdalene
church to parachute from the tower. The rain held
off, lots of you came to enjoy a bacon bap and
other refreshments, have a go on The Basher, try
their feet at scoring points in the goal, ring hand
bells and hunt mini beasts.
The teddies were hauled to the top of the tower
and one by one parachuted to the ground.
Catastrophe’s were avoided. All teddies got
safely down, despite a few urgently needing to
brush up on the scientific principles of parachutes.
Thank you to everyone who brought their
treasured possession and much loved toy along,
young and not so young, and joining in the
morning. It was good fun.

Beave Bears - Mike RIx (2017)

Dedication of the Third Misericord - By Francesca Bingham
In our “Music” edition, Leintwardine Life featured the new misericord, commissioned by Deanna Jones and carved by
Andy Pearson on the theme of music. On July 2, the Rev. Mike Catling acted as Master of Ceremonies for a nondenominational gathering in the church. We heard that Leintwardine is the only church to have a new misericord carved
for it in the last 400 years; also, a new toilet was inaugurated in the old bothy.
Maypole dancing by some of Leintwardine schoolchildren brought a delightful energy to the place, while sharing juice
and bread (wholemeal) together was “a non-communion communion”. Mike has steered the parish congregation to
welcome all community members, wherever we happen to be on our spiritual and emotional journeys.

Misericord Dedication - Francesca Bingham (2017)
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Farm View
Richard Smith
I don't do Facebook, or tweet. I have no desire to belittle
those who do; try to stay away from conversations bemoaning the excessive amount of time some spend looking at their phone. It is my failing that I don't master more
of these aids as the truth is that these mediums have become a main way of "coming together".The question
hangs in the air whether they limit the number of times
we physically come together, yet any means of sharing
must be an advantage. Sadly social media as with most
things can be a force for good or evil, frighteningly so if
you think Trump and Twitter. It can unite in joy or be a
foul method of bullying. Whichever direction it goes it
does so at tremendous speed to so many, the descriptive
phrase "gone viral" is very accurate.

hello; game keepers to limit their aggressive policing. A
utopian future would be the right to free access with all users
obeying their responsibilities to cause no harm. The
countryside, its uses and enjoyment are never far from
discussion and the dreaded Brexit financial debates will
probably push individuals into their personal corners.
Sadly, it is true if you allow the countryside to be controlled
only by the pursuit of financial profit, much would be destroyed
- yet there must be profit in the production of food or no one
would do it. This is a starting point for outside finances coming
into play - some call them subsidies! Let's hope a new system
will evolve that will put financial strength into areas that need
help; flora and fauna, wildlife, access, pollution and future
planning. The "coming together" for the debate of how to get
there is vital.

WhatsApp certainly helps organise a sports team for a
tennis match, a team of ushers for a wedding or possibly
a parish council? A lambing team working 24/7 for a
couple of weeks can use it to communicate and all pull
together. Many folk today can text quicker than they can
write in a very directly spelt form of dialect! Historically
farming would be the basis for a great deal of
togetherness. Harvest, lambing, hay making all required
a number of folk. It still needs a team today, smaller yes
but all striving for the same goal, and getting to the end
better if the route is enjoyable. Weather and breakdowns
feature highly - and todays tractor driver often shows he
is content, or otherwise, by placing a photo on facebook.
Farming and society will need a bit of "coming together"
over the next few years. A good starting place would be
as simple as footpaths. All users to shut gates, use
common sense and greet friendly farmers with a cheerful

Farewell to Richard and Bridget
By Francesca Bingham
Richard and Bridget Sudworth leave after 45 years.
In 1972, Richard and Bridget and their son, Caleb,
came to the parish from London. In Jan ’73, Bridget
had a second son, Joel.

A Farmland Scene - Simon Tagg (2017)

Kinton or finally, The Swan on Watling Street. The
Open Gardens weekend usually features their garden
and certainly the plant stall is stocked with their plants.
Her ink drawings of Leintwardine houses are in the
LHS archive. Richard spent his last 7 working years in
Ludlow.

Now, they are moving to Somerset where they will be
close to a wide spectrum of family. Let us all come
In 1974 she started up the first Leintwardine Playgroup
together to thank them both and wish them all
with Mary Campbell and Julie Whitton. They have been
happiness ahead.
community activists ever since. Amateur Dramatics,
which finished in 1984, Community Centre Committee
for both, Parish Council, the History Society and now
the Leintwardine Players are all in some way indebted
to their energy and commitment. That is probably just
stating the top five that come to immediate mind.
And, 18 years ago, at their kitchen table, they took over
‘Leintwardine Life’ as a publication, originally started by
the PC.
That is a 21 year chronicle of our village that any
historian will be delighted to research when they visit
the Leintwardine History Society archives. Bridget, a
professional art teacher, has made gardens wherever
she lived, whether on Adleymoor, Adforton, Downton,
The Sudworth Family (1972)
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Pets Corner
Francesca Bingham & Ailsa Robbie
Pets Corner
Our pets bring us together in many ways. With a dog,
exercise on a common or in a city park takes on several
new dimensions. There is the pleasure of
companionship of one’s own animal, but suddenly, there
you are meeting all manner of dogs and their owners.
There is the random one-off encounter that might be a
really terrific pooch play time, or it might be the settled
and anticipated get together that happens in a park at
certain times of the day or week. Some of us will make
play dates for our pets. It may be that the owners like to
walk about together as well, but the impetus to make the
connection is dog driven.

For 15 years Surie, my Labrador, was my best friend.
When she died I was without an animal for over a year.
There’s no doubt that this releases you from the ties and
responsibilities of owning a dog. However, my home did
seem somewhat sterile, so 3 and a ½ years ago I got
Ebony, a little black Patterdale terrier.
Not only does she ensure I walk her come rain or shine
(which I always enjoy), but she also provides endless fun
and excitement. Going to the garage to collect my paper
takes twice the time with a dog in tow, as people stop to
fuss the dog.

Ebony is a wonderful link with my grandchildren. Freya
tells me she loves staying at my house “not because of
you, Grandma, but because of Ebony and Liz and Peter
Earle the Patterdale terrier has introduced me to many
folk on many parks and commons. Sometimes that was next door”. Well, that told me! Joe, 14, even walks her
when people found him after a stretch down a rabbit hole. sometimes.
In Leintwardine, Earle’s sister, Ebony, lives with her
owner, Ailsa in the Criftins. It was Earle that caught
Ailsa’s eye at a Frost Fair 4 years ago. We met “properly”
and for the first year, the two dogs loved to play. Now,
they prefer to parallel dig and rootle rather than tussle
and chase, but Ailsa and I still meet up to walk together.
By Francesca Bingham

My grandchildren in Mozambique, Malih, Luhate, and
Banina, love to hear stories of her adventures, well
embellished of course. They particularly like it if Ebony’s
been naughty and a little bit of fantasy is allowed, such
as flying across the sky at midnight to howl with Mr Owl
and his friends. They in turn, respond with their own
escapades, which always seems to feature fighting with
monkeys and the like. Yes, fun indeed!
By Ailsa Robbie

Earle & Ebony - Francesca Bingham (2017)
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Health & Wellbeing
Home-Start Herefordshire
Volenteers Needed
Home-Start Herefordshire is urgently requiring new
volunteers, all our current dedicated volunteers are
currently matched and working hard with families in the
county, but on a daily basic we are getting fresh referrals
from fragile and vulnerable families who need our help.
Our next training course starts on the 14th September
9.30-3pm at our offices in Rotherwas.

parenting experience. We have male and female volunteers
of all ages and from all backgrounds. Some choose to train
to volunteer as mentors and others may be experienced in
specific fields and offer their support in different ways. All
making the commitment to guide and support a family
through their troubled time.

All parents know that those years before children go off to
school and then college are vital in a child’s life and
having a good start at home is of utmost importance – but
we also know things don’t run smoothly all the time.
Home-Start Herefordshire believes parents have the key
role in creating a secure childhood for their children. It’s
just sometimes they need a bit of help…your help, could
make the difference.
Reasons for giving support are varied: Isolation, Domestic
abuse, multiple births, child’s behaviour, School attainment,
mental illness, self esteem, disability and many more.
Last year we supported 208 Herefordshire families. This
would not have been possible without the help of our
home-visiting volunteers.
These wonderful people visit families at home, giving
support to help them overcome a multitude of difficult
situations. Our volunteers tend to be parents or have

CRICKET, BOULES, BOWLS, and CROQUET
games raise £2,200 for Leintwardine,
Adforton, and Downton churches
On June 25, over 50 people aged over 60 bowled,
batted, and creaked their way to help raise funds for
three churches of the Parish. A £1,000 more was
raised than last year. Teas and a dinner for 80 were
both delicious and sustaining of body and souls. Jenny
Gurney, Captain of the Rest of the World team said, “It
was a wonderful day for the community. Well done
everyone!”
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The Great Get Together…
Emma Gorbutt
The Great Get Together
By Emma Gorbutt
On Saturday 17th June, over 100 people from Leintwardine
and surrounding area took part in 'The Great Get Together',
one of 120,000 events organised across the country to
celebrate what we have in common, inspired by the life of Jo
Cox MP.
Our event was organised by local people and supported by
the Parish Council, Fortis Living, The Lion Pub, Little
Leintwardine Nursery, Leintwardine Youth Club, Methodist
Church Hall, Leintwardine Library, Herefordshire County
Council and loads of very helpful volunteers!

The event started on Roman Close where flags and shakers
were made and faces painted, ready for 45 people to
process to the Criftins play area.
Here, a treasure hunt, goose skittles, a tug of war and
football swelled our numbers to 75 people, who then
continued on to the Methodist Church Hall, accompanied by
hurdy-gurdy and drum.
At the hall over 100 people, young and old, from all walks of
life, chatted together and listened to the live harp and cello,
whilst enjoying sandwiches and ice creams.
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…In Leintwardine!
Emma Gorbutt

In Leintwardine we really do have lots in common and our community spirit is alive and kicking. For more
information about the National Great Get Together-More in Common Event, visit www.greatgettogether.org

Earthworm Applications Open
News from Earthworm Housing Co-op – New Members
wanted and Open Day 23rd September.
Renovation work is progressing well at Wheatstone House,
and three new members arrive this Autumn in to newly
renovated spaces. Our small housing co-op comprises
three 100-year-old buildings and seven acres of land. We
are renovating our buildings to create comfortable living
space for up to 15 people. We currently have seven
members, who live here and work together on the
renovation project, and we're adding more members
gradually as we create more living space.

If you're interested in membership, please see our website
for more information and details of how to apply. The
closing date for applications is 23rd October, and
shortlisted applicants will be invited to visit us on the
weekend of 3rd-5th November.
Web:

www.earthwormhousingcooperative.org.uk

Email: earthwormcooperative@yahoo.co.uk
Add:

Earthworm Housing Co-operative Ltd
Wheatstone House, High Street, Leintwardine
Craven Arms SY7 0LH

Tel:

(01547) 540 461

This Autumn Earthworm Housing Co-op is looking for two
more members to move into a shared house within the
co-op, which will eventually have space for 6 to 7 adults
who share cooking and household tasks. We're hoping for
people with enthusiasm and time for getting involved in the
building and renovation project that is our shared mission
for the next few years. We hope for both new members to
move in by spring/summer of 2018.
We are pleased to be hosting an open day on Saturday
September 23rd, ahead of the application deadline . This
gives people a chance to see our lovely home and ask any
questions they may have, before deciding whether to
apply. There will be tours in the morning and afternoon,
and a bring-and-share lunch in between. All thinking of
applying are encouraged to get in touch and come along.
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Neighbourhood Development Plan
Chairman Mike Collins
LEINTWARDINE PARISH ROUNDUP
By Mike Collins
Leintwardine Group Parish Council Update
The Parish Council has been continuing to progress the
following matters

to the one to be placed at the entrance to the
Herefordshire Trail and the other by the footpaths
adjacent to the Rosemary play area. The third litter bin
has been installed in The Criftins. Collections are being
organised from these three additional bins by
Leintwardine GPC.

Highway Matters
Balfour Beatty Living Places (BBLP) are
Herefordshire’s public realm contractor and service
local communities around the county. BBLP have
implemented their new system of prioritising road
surfaces repair. Category 1 potholes are given
priority because their position and size is such that
urgent repair is required . Category 1 is usually
applied to potholes occurring within 1 metre of the
kerb line. The extent of the repair is marked by the
Locality Steward and BBLP attempt to repair within
24 hours. The size of a category 2 pothole may be
similar to the size of a Category 1. However the
location in the roadway is considered to be in a less
dangerous position. BBLP undertake to repair C2’s
within two months of the defect being reported. Time
will tell if this method leads to greater efficiency.
Drainage Issues
In April 2016 Amey Construction (contractor for
Severn Trent) has reported that there are problems
with the combined sewers in Watling Street and
High Street but have still to provide specific
information on what measures they intend to take.
Severn Trent report that repairs will be carried out in
the August/September period to the pumped
combined sewer in Rosemary Lane.
Litter Bins
All three new litter bins are now in place The Parish
Council agreed to purchase a third litter bin to add

YOUR PARISH COUNCIL
Chairman
Mr Michael Collins

01547 540640

Vice Chairman
Mrs Cheryl Woolley

01547 540180

Clerk
Paul Russell
Email: leintwardinegpc@gmail.com
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Mr. James Davidson
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Ms. Emma Gorbutt
Mr. John Evans
Ms. Naomi Vera-Sanso
Mr. Jonathan Catling
Mr. Nigel Offer

01547 540 226
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01547 540 378
01547 540 539
01547 540 159
01547 540 230
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Next Copy Date: 8th November 2017
County Councillor Mortimer Ward
Carole Gandy
01568 780583
Email: carole.gandy@herefordshire.gov.uk

The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and not
necessarily those of the parish council or of the editor(s) of Leintwardine Life.

There are currently five Parish Council vacancies - please contact your local councillor ASAP if you are interested!
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Council Matters
Councillor Carole Gandy
Carole in the Community
By Carole Gandy
Firstly may I say how much Barry and I enjoyed the Community event in commemoration of Jo Cox MP. It was
so well organised, lots to do and it was fantastic to see so many local residents of all ages taking part. I was
also impressed at the number of parish councillors who got stuck in. The weather on the day was beautiful
and the whole event demonstrated the community spirit within Leintwardine. A first for me, I made a flag which
was a better effort than my attempt to knock down ducks or our attempt at the treasure hunt, which were
useless. I also had my face painted which again was a first and probably an improvement. Well done to all
involved. The day was topped off by visiting numerous beautiful gardens which gave me lots of ideas to keep
Barry busy.
Herefordshire Council has been allocated £1.7 million as part of the Rural Development Programme for
England to support rural business and not all of that money has as yet been allocated. If the money is not
spent it has to be returned to Europe and I would not wish that to happen. The funding is to support business
in rural areas, farming and non farming including pubs, village shops but also community projects. Grants of
£2,500 - £100,000 (depending on priority which represents 40% of the total project cost) will be available. All
projects must support one of the following six LEADER priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Support for and the development of micro and small enterprises, including farm diversifications.
Support for and the development of agricultural and horticultural businesses
Support for and the development of forestry businesses
Developing local distinctiveness: Support for local tourism
Enhancing, restoring and upgrading community, cultural and natural heritage.
Provision of rural services.

You must be a micro or small enterprise, a farmer, a community group or a charity to apply and should contact
Programme Manager Dawn Turner 01432 383023 or email dyturner@herefordshire.gov.uk to find out whether
you are eligible.
Many of you will have been horrified by the events of Grenfell Tower. I have been assured by Herefordshire
Council that no high rise properties exist in Herefordshire that are owned by the council or by social landlords
that have the aluminium cladding material that is now under the
spotlight. One building that is privately owned and which is not
classed as high rise does exist that may have that cladding and
further tests are being sought in respect of that building.
A resident has alerted me to the fact that energy companies
are offering householders in Herefordshire the opportunity to
have smart meters fitted. In order for a smart meter to be
installed your property must have an adequate mobile phone
signal and it would appear that companies are not checking
this out in advance. To avoid a wasted visit by a technician
and in some cases a resident taking time off work please
ensure that if your property does not have a good mobile
phone signal that you inform your energy company at the time
of the approach.
As always please do not hesitate to contact me if you have a
problem, or just want a chat. I am also always happy to visit
you if that would be easier.
Just telephone: 01568 780583
Or email: carole.gandy@herefordshire.gov.uk
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Tales from the bus stop

lover, and although the weather forecast was dire, the
two set out on the route Oliver had plotted on his map.

The trek was fiendish. Steep, slippery in the wet, it
passed through dense undergrowth made heavy by the
Walk in the Hills
rain. The older man was soon exhausted, but Oliver was
not prepared to turn back. He led the way, silent and
“How is your neighbour Eileen, ?” a woman asked as she grim faced, further and further up into the hills, where the
stood waiting at the bus stop with an acquaintance. “Her mist was thick and the air was icy. At last, Steve crawled
under an outcrop of rock and slumped down.
husband died about three years ago, didn’t he, and I
remember she was struggling.”
“Enough,” he said. “No further.”
“Yes,” replied her friend.” It was hard for her, but after a
Steve crouched down beside him and shouted, “Let’s
while she made a big effort, joined a couple of village
get to the point then. Leave my mother alone. She
groups and got stuck into her garden. Mind you, she
doesn’t need you.”
had more to look after there than she could handle, so
“No, but she wants me there. We have a good time. Do
that no matter how much time she spent outside, she
you ever have a good time, Oliver?”
had a wilderness at the back of her house. Then one
“None of your business, so get lost or I will find out what
day an old friend of her husband’s dropped by.
you are up to and show Mother what a fool she has
Steve was quick to offer his help with the gardening.
made of herself.”
Between the two of them, they grappled back control of
the borders, the patio and the big ornamental pots that
stood outside the French windows. It was fun working
together, and as time went on they spent more and more
time discussing ideas for improvements. They shared
rides to garden centres and village fetes to buy new
shrubs and flowers, and stopped off for
quick meals at pubs on the way home.
At some point their relationship slipped
from friendship to affectionate
companionship. They wanted to be around
each other more and more. Steve
sometimes stayed the night at Eileen’s
house, and both of them felt that their lives
had been uplifted by a new and happy twist
of events. Eileen wrote to her son Oliver to tell
him that she was lucky enough to have found
a thoroughly nice man to share her life with,
someone she hoped that he would come to
meet soon.
Oliver lived over three hours drive away, and
did not often travel home. He was divorced,
unhappily, and almost never saw his three
children. The break up left him angry and bitter, a
solitary figure with dark thoughts, who kept his feelings
to himself in case others would pity him. More than
anything he feared that his mother would “make a fuss”
if he shared his sorrow with her.

Steve unwrapped a sandwich and slowly ate it. “The
weather is worsening,” he said at last. “We may need
each other to find the way out of here. Why not relax and
make friends.”
“Why ever would I do that?
“Why not? It could cheer you up. Come on, have your
sandwich and I will tell you my life history,
warts and all. Then, if you want to, you can tell
me yours.”
The two men arrived home in darkness, soaked
and shattered. They had lost their way, ending up on
an unwanted detour which led them through a
farmyard with a snarling sheepdog, a brook
without a bridge, through which they waded
waist high in chilly brown water, and along a
warren of lanes. Eileen dried the wet clothes,
served stew and cider, then sat the two men in
front of the fire, where their faces glowed in the
light of the embers.
“Now tell me all about your day,” she said. “Was it
good?”
“Good,” said Steve, “When you look back on it from the
comfort of home, and we got to know each other better.”
Oliver grunted in agreement. Then he smiled. “And
Steve told me all about his sad little life. So convenient.
Now I can bring him down by spreading stories that
contain an element of truth. So believe me, I will, unless
he leaves you alone from now on, Mother. Yes, this has
been a perfect day. I shall sleep well now. And as I
don’t expect to see you again, Steve, I will say goodbye.”

He responded to the news of her new relationship with
alarm, and immediately signalled his intention to come
home the next weekend. He arrived, tense and tired, at
10 pm on the Friday night. Eileen said, “It is late now.
Let’s talk at breakfast.” Oliver disagreed and sat up until
one o clock explaining why his mother should stay away In the silence that followed, neither Steve nor Eileen
from men who, at her age, would be obviously more
dared to move or breathe or look at one another. Even
interested in what she possessed than who she was. He the cosy little living room seemed suddenly bleak.
continued to talk long after Eileen fell asleep in her
Then Eileen got up, leaned over to Steve in his chair and
armchair.
gave him a long kiss.
Next day the two men met. The weather was bad so
they were cooped up in the small living room, discussing
“I can’t wait to hear those stories,” she said,” I bet they
everything except the obvious subject of Eileen.
Eventually, Oliver suggested a long walk in the morning will be a great way to end the day. Come on, you can
over the hills and Steve accepted the plan. Eileen made start telling me the first one tonight.”
sandwiches and a flask of coffee for her son and her
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